Collaborative Solutions Rotation Assignment

Rd 1 Commissioner DCA Relationship
Present Solutions for:

- Improving Communication Practice
- Making Compact a Priority

Rd 2 How do we Deal with Compliance Issues?
Present Solutions for:

- How to address compliance when it is YOUR state
- How to address compliance when it is the OTHER state

Rd 3 Nationwide Warrants: How is Your State Overcoming Challenges with Judges?
Present Solutions for:

- Challenges with probation warrants
- Extradition challenges
- Managing the numerous steps in issuing warrants: agents to court, court to state attorney, state attorney to sheriff
- Lack of training and poor communication with courts and other stakeholders

Rd 4 Rule 3.103 Reporting Instructions for Offenders Living in the Receiving State at the Time of Sentencing: Core Purpose of the Rule and Applying the Rule to Ensure Seamless Supervision
Present Solutions for:

- Resolving varying interpretations of rule qualifications: Should the rule simply qualify a supervised individual when a court imposes 'supervision' for either the criminal offense or a violation disposition and the supervised individual has a verified residence in the receiving state at the time of sentencing OR should it be exclusive based on how someone is sentenced and what they were sentenced for?
- How the 7-business day timeframe should be tracked and enforced
- Inconsistent Documentation Concerns
- Clarifying when or under what circumstances it would be appropriate for receiving states to deny reporting instructions requiring the supervised individual to return to the sending state pending an investigation